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Abstract
High energy surface x-ray diffraction (HESXRD), x-ray reflectivity (XRR), mass spectrometry
(MS) and surface optical reflectance (SOR) have been combined to simultaneously obtain
sub-second information on the surface structure and morphology from a Pd(100) model catalyst
during in situ oxidation at elevated temperatures and pressures resulting in Pd bulk oxide
formation. The results show a strong correlation between the HESXRD and SOR signal
intensities during the experiment, enabling phase determination and a time-resolved thickness
estimation of the oxide by HESXRD, complemented by XRR measurements. The experiments
show a remarkable sensitivity of the SOR to changes in the surface phase and morphology, in
particular to the initial stages of oxidation/reduction. The data imply that SOR can detect the
formation of an ultrathin PdO surface oxide layer of only 2–3 Å thickness.

Supplementary material for this article is available online
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(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Surface science is of tremendous importance for a large num-
ber of fundamental and applied fields such as nano-technology,
electrochemistry, medical technology, semiconductor techno-
logy, and catalysis [1]. Especially, heterogeneous catalysis,
is and has been, a major motivation for surface studies of
single crystal model catalysts [2]. For decades, the adsorption,

Original Content from this work may be used under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 licence. Any

further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and
the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.

desorption and chemical reactions at relevant surfaces have
been studied in ultra-clean, well-controlled, ultra high vacuum
(UHV) conditions, providing a detailed understanding of gas–
surface interactions. However, in recent years there has been
an effort to investigate more complex and more realistic model
catalysts and reaction environments, in an effort to bridge the
so-called pressure and materials gaps between fundamental
surface science studies and industrial catalysts. As a con-
sequence, a wide range of techniques have been developed in
an effort to probe surface structures during a catalytic reac-
tion at elevated pressures and temperatures. For many years,
polarization modulation-infrared reflection absorption spec-
troscopy (PM-IRAS) [3, 4], x-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS) [5] and sum frequency generation (SFG) [6] were
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the state-of-the art techniques that allowed for in situ stud-
ies of well-defined surfaces. Recent experimental advances
have resulted in ambient pressure x-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (APXPS) [7–9], high-pressure scanning tunneling
microscopy (HP-STM) [10], in situ surface x-ray diffraction
(SXRD) [11] and environmental transmission electron micro-
scopy (E-TEM) [12], resulting in an extension of the in situ
experimental toolbox.

Through this effort, it has been understood that some oxide
structures on the Pt group metals are active phases in CO
oxidation, and that the activity depends on the exact arrange-
ment of the surface atoms and the availability of coordinat-
ively unsaturated sites (CUS). For instance, the surface oxides
on Ru(0001) and Pd(100) are active in CO oxidation due to the
undercoordinated Ru atoms in the RuO2(110) and Pd atoms in
the PdO(101) surfaces [13, 14], while the surface oxide on Rh
surfaces is not active [15, 16], since the oxide is oxygen ter-
minated. Interestingly, there is a continued discussion, and to
some extent, a disagreement between UHV and semi-realistic
investigations on the relative activity between various phases
[16, 17]. It is therefore well-motivated to develop new exper-
imental techniques for a better understanding of the atom-
istic processes governing a catalytic reaction both in UHV and
under semi-realistic conditions.

Surface optical reflectance (SOR) has traditionally been
used to study pitting corrosion [18, 19], but has recently also
shown to be a promising in situ and operando technique dur-
ing catalytic reactions [20–23]. Given its simplicity, low cost,
in situ and operando compatibility, and the fact that it can
readily be installed at various experimental setups to give com-
plementary information, SOR is a very attractive technique.
The change in the reflected intensity observed in the SOR
measurements, however, is partly due to a change in rough-
ness and partly due to a change in the optical properties such
as refraction and damping/absorption. In the present case, as
the Pd(100) metal surface oxidizes forming PdO, the surface
roughens and the optical properties change simultaneously,
making the two effects difficult to disentangle.

To this end, we have performed simultaneous measure-
ments of high energy surface x-ray diffraction (HESXRD), x-
ray reflectivity (XRR), mass spectrometry (MS) and SOR, to
correlate the surface structural changes, monitored by means
of HESXRD, to the changes in the SOR signal during the
oxidation of Pd(100). We find that the SOR is remarkably
sensitive to subtle changes in surface morphology such as
an increasing/decreasing surface roughness and/or the oxid-
ation of the material, already at an initial oxidation featuring
the formation of an ultrathin 2D Pd surface oxide only. At a
later oxidation state, we correlated the thickness of a grow-
ing Pd oxide film, as determined by HESXRD and XRR, to
changes in SOR signal intensity. The data showed temporal
discrepancies between changes monitored in the SOR and
changes in the intensities of bulk oxide Bragg peaks measured
by HESXRD, especially in the onset of the sample oxidation
and reduction. These discrepancies, along with the potential
use of SOR and its combination with x-ray techniques, will
be discussed.

Figure 1. Schematics of the experimental setup at beamline P07 at
PETRA III, DESY. In light green: incoming and diffracted x-ray
beams. The diffracted x-rays are recorded on a large 2D detector
centred around the reciprocal space origin (000). The bottom center
of the image displays the in-situ catalysis chamber [25] equipped
with a sapphire dome for optimal x-ray and optical access. The
optical system consists of a 4f setup with red LED as source,
camera and associated optics for data collection [22, 23].

2. Experimental

The experiment was performed in experimental hutch 2 (EH2)
of the high energy materials science beamline P07 at Petra
III, Deutsches Elekronen-Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg,
Germany [24]. As sample environment a dedicated in situ
catalysis chamber [25] that allows both, UHV preparation of
the sample surface as well as operando catalysis studies in a
reactor cell, was used. The reactor cell provides a computer-
controlled introduction of gases, where the gas composition
inside the cell is constantly being probed by leaking into a
mass spectrometer. In the present experiment, the gases O2,
diluted CO (10% CO in 90% Ar) as well as pure Ar (carrier
gas) were used. The SOR setup wasmounted onto the catalysis
chamber top plate. To allow for simultaneous x-ray (HESXRD
and XRR) and optical access (SOR) to the sample surface, the
high pressure reactor part of the chamber was enclosed by a
sapphire dome [23, 26]. A schematic drawing of the experi-
mental setup is shown in figure 1.

As sample a hat-shaped and round Pd(100) single crystal
was used, where the polished surface area featured a diameter
of 6 mm. To describe the crystal structure, a tetragonal set of
vectors was used, with a1 and a2 defining the surface plane and
a3 the out-of-plane direction. The lengths of these vectors can
be expressed as |a1|= |a2|= a0√

2
and |a3|= a0, with a0 = 3.89

Å refering to the bulk lattice constant of Pd. A ball model of the
investigated PdO(101) bulk oxide on top of the Pd(100) sur-
face using the unit cell parameters discussed in [27] is shown in
figure 2. The PdO(101) surface is of great interest in catalysis
studies as it contains coordinatively unsaturated sites (cus) that
may act as active centers [28].
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Figure 2. (a) Top and (b) side view of the PdO(101) bulk oxide
with the unit cell highlighted by a yellow square and the interlayer
distance of 2.63 Å marked by dark-blue horizontal lines.

For the x-ray measurements the photon energy was set to
77 keV, with a photon flux of approximately 5×1010 photons
per second. An incident angle of the x-ray beam of 0.05

◦
,

close to the critical angle of Pd, enhanced the diffracted sig-
nals from the sample surface compared to diffraction signals
from the bulk. For theHESXRDmeasurements, a PerkinElmer
flat panel x-ray detector, especially suited for x-ray photon
energies higher than 20 keV, was used (410×410 mm2 total
size, 200×200 µm pixel size and total resolution of 4 MP).
Due to high intensity x-ray reflections above the detector sat-
uration level from Bragg peaks of the sapphire dome and
the bulk Pd, tungsten beam-stops were put in front of the
detector to block the corresponding signals to avoid detector
damage. These beam-stops consequently left corresponding
circular shadows in the detector images, as can be seen in
figures 3(a), (b) and (e).

The SOR setup consisted of a 700 mW LED (Thorlabs
M625L3) with a wavelength of 650 nm as well as of a 2D
sCMOS camera (Andor Zyla) with 2048×2048 pixel resolu-
tion (pixel size: 6.5 µm) and a maximum acquisition rate of
200 Hz [22, 23]. In the present experiment, an acquisition rate
of 10 Hz was used. To suppress intensity irregularities of the
internal LED pattern, a spatial filter was used to diffuse the
LED light just after the source. Thereafter, the LED light was
collimated before directing it onto the sample surface from
above, which was done by using a mirror placed at a 10

◦
angle.

Using a second mirror at the same angle, the reflected beam
was caught and directed onto the camera using a 4f -setup.
Since the LED equipment was mounted on top of the cata-
lysis chamber, the chamber movements during the HESXRD
measurements caused vibrations. Accordingly, ‘wave-like’
artifacts across the sample surface are visible in the SOR
images after image subtraction, as can be deduced from figures
3(c) and (d). Moreover, imperfections in the sapphire dome
material resulted in two round artifacts of reduced reflected
intensity.

To complement our HESXRD data and to obtain inform-
ation on the respective oxide layer thickness as well as the
surface and interface roughnesses, x-ray reflectivity measure-
ments (XRR) were performed using a NaI scintillation point
detector. The data was analysed using the GenX 2.4.10 soft-
ware [29].

Prior to the in situ oxidation measurements, the sample
surface was prepared using the UHV part of the catalysis
chamber. The surface preparation consisted of cycles of Ar+

sputtering (20 min at Uacc = 1.5 keV, pAr = 5×10−5 mbar)
and annealing at ~950

◦
C for 5 min without exposing the

sample to any gases in the low 10−7 mbar range. In addition,
the Pd(100) sample was just before the oxidation experiment
exposed for several minutes to a reducing gas mixture con-
sisting of a CO flow of 16 ml min–1 and an Ar flow of 144
ml min–1 at 370 mbar total pressure and 300

◦
C, to ensure a

metallic surface. The diffraction pattern shown in figure 3(a)
was measured under these conditions. It contains sharp crys-
tal truncation rod signals of high intensity, characteristic of a
smooth and metallic Pd(100) surface [30, 32].

3. Results

The experiment reported here consisted of the oxidation of
the sample under the flow of an O2/Ar mixture and its sub-
sequent reduction using a CO/Ar mixture. Previously, we have
in detail investigated the surface structures evolving during
CO oxidation over a Pd(100) surface using HESXRD [30–33].
We showed that as the oxygen excess in the O2:CO ratio
is increasing, the surface structures develops from a clean
Pd(100) to a (

√
5×

√
5)R27

◦
surface oxide, followed by the

growth of epitaxial PdO(101) bulk oxide islands on top of
the surface oxide, and finally by the growth of a thicker and
more powder like poly-crystalline PdO [31]. This epitaxial and
Stransky-Krastanov growth of the PdO(101) on Pd(100) was
also recently confirmed using atomic oxygen from a plasma
source with low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and tem-
perature programmed desorption (TPD) [17]. In the follow-
ing it will be described how time-resolved HESXRD meas-
urements can be correlated to changes detected by means of
SOR during oxide formation on Pd(100).

The timeline of the in situ oxidation experiment is sum-
marized in figure 4, where its bottom part contains the partial
pressures of O2, CO and Ar as measured by means of MS dur-
ing the different probed conditions. In the following all given
points in time twill correspond to changes made in the gas set-
tings (gas flow settings of the mass flow controllers). Due to
the distance between the reactor mass flow controllers and the
mass spectrometer situated at the chamber, a delay of around
7 s is observed in the MS data. Accordingly, at around t= 49 s
the gas flows were changed from reducing conditions contain-
ing CO gas (condition 1: 16 ml/min CO, 144 ml/min Ar, ptot =
370 mbar) to pure Ar flow (condition 2: 160 ml/min Ar, ptot =
370 mbar). Thereafter, at around t= 168 s, O2 was introduced
(condition 3: 16 ml/min O2, 144 ml/min Ar, ptot = 370 mbar).
After this in situ oxidation, the gas flows were first switched
back to pure Ar flow at t = 1820 s (condition 2), before the
sample was reduced by CO introduced at t = 1898 s (condi-
tion 1). Throughout the experiment, the sample temperature
was kept constant at 300

◦
C.

Throughout the time-span of the oxidation (t = 0 s→t =
1820 s) and the reduction (1898 s→2000 s), both SOR and
HESXRD images were continuously acquired.
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Figure 3. Integrated diffraction patterns over a full rotation (a) before oxidation (clean sample) and (b) after oxidation. The white square in
(b) indicates the region of interest used for integrating the diffracted intensities of the (004) PdO(101) Bragg peak. The white dashed line in
(b) denotes the position for the linescans extracted in l-direction used for fitting the Bragg peaks to obtain information on the PdO(101) bulk
oxide height. The tungsten beam stoppers that protect the detector from the bulk reflections from Pd and sapphire are seen as black, round
objects. (c) SOR image before oxidation, (d) SOR image after oxidation. The white square indicates the region of interest used for
integrating the reflected intensities. The SOR images contain two areas of reduced reflected intensity caused by imperfections in the sapphire
dome as well as wave-like patterns caused by the diffractometer movements. (e) Single HESXRD image taken at t = 220 s and extracted
from a rotational scan, showing rod signals from the Pd (

√
5×

√
5)R27

◦
surface oxide and a faint signal of the (004) PdO(101) Bragg peak.

In the case of the HESXRD measurements, 2D reciprocal
space maps were taken while the catalysis chamber including
the sample were continuously rotated back and forth to com-
pletely include the (±1,0,l) Pd Crystal Truncation Rod (CTR),
thereby covering a total angular space of 15

◦
. The total time

for a full 15
◦
rotation comprised 10.5 seconds, during which

16 images were taken, resulting in an exposure time of 0.65 s
per image. Figures 3(a) and (b) show 2D diffraction patterns
obtained by the integration of such rocking scans, in which
the highest intensity value for each pixel position after com-
parison of all images of the entire data set of one rotation

was taken, thus projecting the total angular space of 15
◦
onto

a 2D image.
Figure 3(a) displays the HESXRD 2D projection measured

before in situ oxidation, figure 3(b) displays it after, where
the corresponding timestamps of when the scans were meas-
ured are indicated by a and b in figure 4, respectively. The
2D projection of figure 3(a) shows distinct crystal truncation
rod signals of high intensity, running through the bulk Pd
Bragg peaks. They indicate the presence of a clean and smooth
Pd(100) surface prior to the in situ oxidation. Contrary, in the
HESXRD 2D projection obtained after oxidation displayed
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Figure 4. Direct comparison of HESXRD, SOR and MS data as function of time during oxidation and reduction, where the numbers ‘1’,
‘2’ and ‘3’ refer to periods of different gas flows/composition (see text for more detail). The left panels show the entire experiment while the
panels on the right correspond to close-ups on the dashed areas of the reduction process. The light-green box corresponds to the time
interval of the XRR measurements. (a) Region of interest (ROI) intensity: intensity of the (004) PdO(101) Bragg peak signal of the
HESXRD images integrated over the area indicated by the white square in figure 3(d). ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘e’ denote the respective points in time when
the HESXRD images displayed in figures 3(a), (b) and (e) were measured. (b) Blue line: integrated SOR intensities, where ‘c’ and ‘d’
indicate the respective points in time when the SOR images displayed in figures 3(c) and (d) were measured. Red line/red open circles:
thickness of the PdO(101) bulk oxide as deduced from fits to linescans extracted in vertical direction through the (004) PdO(101) Bragg
peak (red line: confidence of fit higher than 2σ, red circles: confidence of fit below 2σ). (c) Partial CO, O2 and Ar pressures as measured by
MS. More information on the onset of oxidation can be found in the supplementary information.

in figure 3(b) the intensity of the crystal truncation rods are
greatly reduced, indicating a roughening of the Pd(100) sur-
face. In addition, new diffraction features appeared during the
oxidation. Thus, Bragg peaks at reciprocal space positions in
line with the formation of epitaxial bulk PdO(101) appeared,
as well as ring-like features. The latter point towards the form-
ation of polycrystalline PdO, in agreement with the results
found for a highly oxidized Pd(100) surface [31].

The HESXRD results just discussed are in well agreement
with our SOR measurements. Figures 3(c) and (d) show SOR
images taken before and after the oxidation, respectively, cor-
responding to the timestamps indicated by c and d in figure 4.
They show the top view of the reflected intensity from the
full round sample surface (diameter: 6 mm). In line with the
HESXRD results, the SOR image measured before oxidation
shown in figure 3(c) reveals a high level of reflected intens-
ity over the whole sample surface, in line with the notion of
having a metallic and smooth Pd(100) surface prior to oxid-
ation. Contrary, the SOR image measured after oxidation in
figure 3(d) reveals a highly reduced reflected intensity, indic-
ating 1) a roughening of the total surface area as can be caused
by the formation of PdO(101) oxide islands as witnessed in
the HESXRD, and/or 2) a change in the optical parameters of
the sample surface, which can also be traced back to oxide
formation.

In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the SOR technique, the
temporal evolution of the SOR intensity was compared to the
intensity evolution of selected HESXRD diffraction signals
during the oxidation and reduction process, which is summar-
ized in figure 4. The intensity integrated over the area indicated
by the white square in the SOR data of figure 3(c) plotted
as function of time is displayed as blue line in figure 4(b),
while the intensity integrated over the (004) Bragg peak of
the PdO(101) bulk oxide, indicated by the white square in
figure 3(d), is displayed as orange line (‘ROI Intensity’, ROI=
‘region of interest’) in figure 4(a). The periodic wiggles in the
intensities of the SOR data and the (004) Bragg peak intensity
are due to the vibrations caused by the in-situ catalysis cham-
ber continuously rotating back and forth during the experi-
ment, and have a periodicity of 10.5 s, the duration of a full
rotation of the setup.

When exposing the metallic Pd(100) surface to O2 at t =
168 s, an increase in O2 partial pressure was detected by the
mass spectrometer (figure 4(c)). Shortly after this, the SOR
signal intensity started to decrease, featuring a more rapid
decrease for t≤310 s, while the rate of the decrease slowed
down significantly for t≥310 (figure 4(b)). The more distinct
onset of the decrease in the SOR signal at around t = 200 s
correlates with the appearance of the Pd (

√
5×

√
5)R27

◦
sur-

face oxide, diffraction signals of which were detectable in the
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time interval of t = 203 s → t = 277 s. Figure 3(e) shows
a diffraction image containing superstructure rod signals from
the surface oxide. The presence of this ultrathin 2D oxide layer
coinciding with a decrease in the SOR signal indicates that
SOR can detect this only 2–3 thin surface oxide layer.

Only at t = 210 s, with a delay of about 42 s after the
introduction of O2 (t = 168 s), we monitored the appearance
of first traces of the (004) Bragg peak of the PdO(101) bulk
oxide, as well as a gradual increase in its intensity (figure 4(a)),
indicating the formation and the gradual growth of crys-
talline and epitaxial PdO(101) bulk oxide islands. The 2D
image of figure 3(e) mentioned earlier and taken at t = 220 s
reveals not only a fingerprint diffraction signal of the sur-
face oxide. It also contains already signal intensity of the
(004) PdO(101) Bragg peak since at this point in time the
surface oxide was coexisting with the bulk oxide. Compar-
able to the trend of the SOR intensity the rate of the (004)
Bragg peak intensity change was very high at the beginning,
and slowed down significantly at around t = 310 s. This trend
indicates that the oxide growth was faster at the beginning
and slowed down at around t = 310 s. This finding is in line
with a self-limited bulk oxide growth in which the diffusion
of the metal and oxygen ions, that build up the oxide layer, is
driven by the electric field between them [34–37]. This field
becomes weaker above a certain critical oxide layer thick-
ness, and the rate of oxide growth is accordingly signific-
antly slowed down. More information on the onset of oxid-
ation is shown in figure S1 in the supplementary information
(stacks.iop.org/JPhysD/53/224001/mmedia).

To obtain quantitative information on the time-resolved
bulk oxide growth, linescan profiles were extracted along l-
direction through the (004) PdO(101) Bragg peak. The area
used for extracting the linescans is indicated by the dashed
white line in figure 3(b). Fitting these profiles with Gaussian
functions provided full widths at half maximum from which
the respective oxide heights as a function of time were calcu-
lated. The thus deduced oxide heights are represented by the
solid red line and the red circles in figure 4(b). The fit results
are presented only if the confidence of the fit, ∆E

E , was above
the standard deviation 2σ. This was the case for all images
after t≥220 s, where the fit results are represented by the solid
line. For t≤220 s it was not possible to retrieve fittings with the
desired confidence, but to illustrate a general trend for t≤220 s,
the fit results for t≤220 s are represented by red circles.

The data shows that during the time interval between t =
168 s, when O2 was introduced, and t= 310 s, the oxide thick-
ness was rapidly increasing from 0 to 25Åwithin 142 s. There-
after, the speed of the growth was slowing down, in line with
the aforementioned notion of a self-limiting oxide growth. At
t = 600 s, the HESXRD measurements were interrupted in
order to perform x-ray reflectivity measurements. At approx-
imately t = 1800 s, about 27 min after the introduction of O2,
the HESXRD measurements were restarted, revealing an ulti-
mate PdO(101) thickness of almost 40 Å.

The x-ray reflectivity measurements on the oxidized
Pd(100) sample were probed between t= 850 s and t = 1450 s
and complemented the HESXRD and SOR data. The experi-
mental data is represented as open circles in figure 5(a), the

Figure 5. XRR results after oxidation of the Pd(100). (a) Red
circles represent the experimental data, the blue line represents the
fit to the data. Inset: Two-box model used as underlying fit model,
light green: oxide islands, dark green: Pd(100) substrate. (b)
Electron density profile obtained from the fit plotted as function of
distance from the Pd(100) sample surface

fit to the data is shown as solid line. As underlying fit model,
a two-layer box model for the PdO(101) oxide on top of the
Pd(100) substrate was used (see inset of figure 5(a)). The fit
parameters included the heights (h1, h2), the electron densities
(ρ1, ρ2) and the surface roughnesses (σ1, σ2) of the individual
layers, as well as the interface roughness to the Pd(100) sub-
strate (σsub). For each layer the surface and interface roughness
σx is treated as Gaussian-shaped fluctuations around an aver-
age layer thickness hx, with σx describing the root mean square
of the corresponding height deviations from hx. The electron
density profile obtained from the fit is shown in figure 5(b).
The thus deduced total thickness of the oxide (htot = h1+h2)
amounts to 36.3 Å, in good agreement with the expected value
from the HESXRD measurements. The overall shape of the
two-layer model, with a much thinner bottom oxide layer
(h1 = 6.3 Å) covering 46%of the sample surface, and a thicker
upper layer (h2 = 30.0 Å) covering 43% of the sample surface
with a toplayer roughness of σ1 = 12 Å, results in a smeared
out profile of the PdO bulk oxide electron density. It is shown
in figure 5(b) and is in good agreement with previous measure-
ments reporting a Stranski-Krastanov growth mode [17, 32].

After the in situ oxidation experiment, the O2 flow was
switched off and the sample was exposed to pure Ar flow at
t = 1818 s (condition 2). At t = 1897 s, CO was introduced
again (condition 1), resulting in a reduction and complete
restoration of the Pd(100) surface since the PdO(101) signals
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Figure 6. Schematics illustrating the oxidation and reduction processes in which green is Pd and yellow PdO. Blue (red) text indicates a
detectable (non-detectable) change. (a) The oxidation process. (b) The reduction process.

completely disappeared and the Pd CTRs in the HESXRD
pattern appeared again (see figure S1 in the supplementary
information). Moreoever, with a delay of about 3 s after the
dirsappearance of the oxide diffraction peaks in the HESXRD
data, the sudden and complete recovery of the SOR signal to
the same high level of the metallic surface was evidenced.

4. Discussion

It is interesting to note that during the oxidation process,
HESXRDmonitored the bulk oxide (004) Bragg peak 42 s, and
the Pd surface oxide 37 s after the introduction of O2. Contrary,
the first signal change in the SOR was detected already 20 s
after the introduction of O2 (see figure S1 in the supplement-
ary information). On the other hand, the HESXRD detects the
reduction of the bulk oxide approximately 3 s prior to the SOR.
It should be emphasized that the reasons for these observations
are not clear, however we may speculate, and they will accord-
ingly be discussed below.

A possible scenario is shown in figure 6, in which simpli-
fied models of the oxidation and reduction processes can be
seen. During the first stages of the oxidation, an initial wet-
ting layer of PdO surface oxide is detected by both, the SOR,
which detects an immediate decrease in signal intensity, and
the HESXRD, monitoring surface oxide rods. Shortly there-
after, small islands of PdO bulk oxide are formed in addition
[10, 38]. These are only detected by the SOR, leading to a con-
tinous decrease in the SOR signal due to increasing roughen-
ing. These PdO bulk oxide islands are, however, not monitored
by HESXRD, since the PdO domains are initially too small
to render Bragg peak signals distinguishable from the general
HESXRD detector background. In the present case, an oxide
thickness of 20 Å, corresponding to 8 layers of the bulk oxide
(compare with figure 2(b)), was needed to accurately detect the
(004) PdO(101) peak. Since the (004) PdO(101) is moreover
located on the specular (00l) rod of the sample, a certain out-
of-planemosaicity of the PdO crystallites is usually required in
addition to fulfill the diffraction condition. In the present case,
the thus created time-delay was estimated to 1 s only, and can
accordingly be neglected. As the islands grow larger during the
oxidation process, signals from the bulk oxide become finally
also detectable by HESXRD. This scenario would explain the
delayed HESXRD Bragg peak signal upon oxidation.

During the reduction, the PdO islands first transform into
metallic islands. In the HESXRD this is immediately detected
as the sudden decrease in intensities of the PdO Bragg peaks
and their disappearance, since the interlayer distances changes
to that of the metal. The surface, at this late oxidation stage,
features an immense extent of surface roughness, in line with
the notion of a Stransky-Krastanov growth and the XRR res-
ults. We assume, in line with conclusions reported earlier [21],
that the SOR technique is more sensitive to changes in optical
constants than to changes in surface morphology. However, in
the specific case of such a highly roughened surface we sup-
pose that the specularly reflected LED light is reduced to such
a great extent that changes in the optical properties become
indistinguishable for the SOR technique. Accordingly, SOR
appears in this case to be more sensitive to changes in mor-
phology and/or the roughness as compared to changes in the
optical constant. Thus, the SOR signal changes more rapidly
during the subsequent smoothening [10, 38] of the surface due
to the elevated temperature, while the HESXRD is less sens-
itive to this process. This would explain the delayed SOR sig-
nal upon reduction. The proposed scenario for the reduction
has support from previous investigations, as the formation of
metallic islands and their subsequent smoothening in the trans-
ition to a reducing gas environment have also been evidenced
in earlier operando STM studies during CO oxidation over
Pd(100) [38].

In this context, it is important to emphasize that at the initial
oxidation stage, changes in the SOR correlated to the appear-
ance of a well-ordered 2D Pd surface oxide layer (correspond-
ing to one layer of the bulk oxide shown in figure 2(b)). Thus,
the data imply that SOR can detect the formation of a surface
oxide layer which is only 2–3 Å thin (compare with interlayer
distance of the PdO in figure 2(b)). Assuming a smooth, well-
ordered surface oxide wetting the sample surface, the data
presented in this report are in line with earlier findings indicat-
ing that SOR appears more sensitive to changes in the optical
properties of the material as compared to changes in the sur-
face roughness [21].

One approach to further improve the calibration and under-
standing of the sensitivity of SOR would be to study already
atomic-scale well-characterized materials combinations such
as surface reconstructions, surface oxides [39] and thin
film oxide formation [40]. In such systems the change
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in surface roughness is negligible, and only the change
in the SOR signal due to the change in optical constant
should be detected. In addition, to investigate the influ-
ence of the surface morphology on the SOR sensitivity
while excluding any influence from changes in optical con-
stants, in-situ SOR measurements could be carried out while
sputtering the sample surface. Such approaches will require
well-characterized surfaces under controlled conditions in
UHV, combined with UHV surface techniques such as STM
and LEED.

Apart from explaining the observations above, the present
manuscript moreover demonstrates the potential use of SOR
to detect a change in the surface morphology of planar model
catalysts during surface oxidation under harsh conditions. It
is clear that even a relatively small change of the surface can
be detected as a change in the SOR signal, which makes the
technique useful in many environments and experimental con-
ditions. The temporal resolution is also high (up to 200 Hz),
making it possible to detect oscillatory changes, such as in
epitaxial growth by molecular beam epitaxy or atomic layer
deposition. The technique can also be used in a liquid trans-
parent to visible light such aswater, opening the door for in situ
experiments during electrochemical reactions at an electrode
surface such as anodization or cyclic voltammetry or electro-
chemical atomic layer deposition. Further, the relatively low
cost of the equipment for the SOR apparatus and the relat-
ive ease to assemble and to mount on various experimental
equipment such as UHV chambers, reactors and electrochem-
ical cells, makes it a low-cost and easy-to-use equipment to
bring to for instance synchrotrons or other large scale facilities.
Moreover, certain surface structures or morphologies may be
studied under various conditions by SOR in a local lab before
performing an experiment at large scale facilities. It is also
clear that the spatial resolution, in the present report 100 µm,
can easily be improved to around 1 µm resulting in a SOR
microscope. With such resolution, grains and similar struc-
tures important for applied materials should be accessible,
as have been shown by previous studies of pitting corrosion
processes [18, 19].

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have acquired combinedHESXRD and SOR
data from a Pd(100) single crystal surface during in situ oxid-
ation. Using HESXRD we followed the growth of the PdO
bulk oxide with subsecond temporal resolution, where the
final thickness was confirmed by XRR. The temporal dif-
ferences between the SOR and HESXRD techniques in the
detection of oxide formation and its reduction have been dis-
cussed, and the potential use of SOR in other applications has
been proposed. Our conclusions are in line with previous find-
ings indicating that SOR is more sensitive to changes in the
optical constant of the surface than to changes in the surface
roughness. The data moreover imply that SOR can detect the
formation of an ultrathin PdO surface oxide layer of 2–3 Å
thickness.
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